This paper classify existing Hough Transform fingerprint alignment algorithms and compare their performance to determine the one that gives optimal alignment results (translation and rotation). The classification is performed by considering the implementation of each algorithm. The comparison is performed by considering the alignment results computed using each group of algorithms when varying number of minutiae points, rotation angle, and translation. In addition, the memory usage, computing time and accuracy are taken into consideration. The experiments were performed on a small database where fingerprints were captured in different orientations and locations and on the public database FVC2004. Three classes of Hough Transform-Based approaches were classified as the Local Match Based Alignment(LMBA), Discretized Rotation Based Alignment(DRBA) and Matching Pair Based Alignment (MPBA). The results revealed good accuracy on all three approaches, however, the computing time and memory usage affected the performance of each approach. The LMBA approach perform better than the DRBA and the MPBA approaches on minutiae points set with larger rotation and small number of points. The DRBA approach was found to perform better with minutiae points with large amount of translation, and the computational time was less than that of LMBA and the MPBA approaches. However, the memory usage required in DRBA and MPBA for the accumulator array is greater than memory required in LMBA.
INTRODUCTION
The common challenge in fingerprint recognition systems is the variations of fingerprint features extracted from two fingerprint images of the same finger captured at different instances [1] . As a result, the coordinates and orientations of corresponding fingerprint features differ. In addition, the number of features extracted from different fingerprint images is generally not equal because different regions of the fingerprint image could have been captured. In other cases, some of the features might not be extracted because of the fingerprint image quality or an error with the feature extractor. The most influential variations considered in this research are caused by transformation namely; rotation and translation. Normally, this occurs because the finger is not always placed at the same position (resulting in translation) and orientation (resulting in rotation) on the scanner. For example, a rotation or translation of 2 mm can result in a shift of approximately 40 pixels of the fingerprint image, making fingerprint recognition a challenging problem. In case of minutiae based fingerprint matching, these changes of translation and rotation can lead to corresponding minutiae from the same finger having a different location and orientation, hence:
(1) Two sets of minutiae points that are from the same finger usually have unequal number of minutiae points, (2) Not all minutiae in each set have a corresponding point in the other set, (3) Corresponding minutiae can be represented by different location and orientation values.
Nevertheless, one of the most presented solutions to alignment problem is to perform alignment before or during the matching process. The purpose of alignment is to simplify the process of determining corresponding features extracted from the same finger. Alignment is performed by first determining alignment parameters (rotation and translation) and then superimposing fingerprint features using determined parameters. Performing alignment simplifies the process of finding corresponding points, because the alignment involves modifying minutiae point data of one or both minutiae point sets to ensure that location and orientation values of corresponding minutiae point are approximately equal. Through this the problem of matching can be simplified into a problem of determining corresponding points from the aligned fingerprint representations.
In this study presented is the identification and classification of different ways that Hough Transform (HT) is used for the computation of the rotation angle and translation vector required to align two sets of minutiae points. Classified approaches are then implemented, and their performances with different presentations of minutiae points extracted in different impressions of the same finger are compared. This study will contribute by presenting the classification, performance and requirements of the wide variety existing HT-based fingerprint alignment methods and for assisting in the selection of the most suitable method for translated and rotated fingerprint minutiae points. The organization and layout of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents a background and related work on fingerprint alignment with HT approach. Section 3 present the problem formulation on this study and in Section 4 is the method on how the problem is solved. Section 5 describes classification of existing HT approaches. Section 6 describes the experimental results and discussions of the results, finally the conclusions are given in Section 7.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The use of HT approach in fingerprint alignment started in 1990's, [2, 3, 4] . In 1996 [2] Ratha et al introduced HT in fingerprint matching by deriving an algorithm from the general Hough Transform (GHT) and applied it in minutiae-based fingerprint matching to determine transformation between two sets of minutiae points. An alternative approach was presented in [3] by Germain et al which is also derived from the GHT and improved it by first determining corresponding triangles that are formed using three minutiae points. Another alternative approach was presented by Cheng et al in [4] which try to reduce the accumulator array size by representing the alignment parameters by only the scale and rotation angle. Different work has been presented that improve on these early works in [2, 3, 4] . Recent work shows different improvements but still there is an unbalanced in computing time and memory usage. The balance is important because the alignment stage is a pre matching, normally the matching stage require more memory, complexity and or even more features to prove that given minutiae points are really from the same finger. Pan-Gil et al in [5] , Pan-Moon et al in [6] and Lomte and Nikam in [7] presented improvement on Ratha et al's [2] approach. The aim of their work was to introduce an idea of reducing required memory usage for accumulator array when embedded on systems with limited computing resources such as memory space in smart cards. This was done by implementing the alignment more accurately, and performed more computations at from a coarse-grain to fine grain resolution on the accumulator array. However, the process or iterating after computing each set of alignment parameters and performing alignment, required more computing time. Few years after Ratha et al [2] presented their work, different improvements was presented. In [8] Chouta et al introduced a similar approach that improves on the error of transformation and deformation caused by the amount of pressure applied during the finger scanning process. The difference with the work of Ratha et al [2] , is that its includes translation and rotation tolerances to overcome transformation and distortion errors. In addition, it does not include the checking of direction difference for each possible pair of minutiae. The aim of his work was to achieve more accurate results from the approach of Ratha et al [2] . The approach of Chouta et al [8] was further improved in 2013 by Mael et al [9] to reduce time and memory on accessing the accumulator array. They suggested that to improve the processing time, the construction of the accumulator array is not done on the whole template minutia set. Thus, it includes each minutia of the input set, with minutiae of the template set, that have the difference in orientation angles within a predefined threshold. Also, to sort template minutiae with regard to the minutiae orientation. With the results of these algorithms it revealed that by using HT approaches, the accuracy of alignment can be achieved from voting for the fine nearest neighbours of the bins into the accumulator array.
In 2013 Paulino et al [10] applied Ratha et al's [2] approach in latent fingerprint matching to present a descriptor-based Hough transform. This involved the use of orientation field and minutiae information to accumulate evidence into accumulator array A. For accurateness, from the selected alignment parameters further process is involved to compute more accurate results. This process consists of using the minutiae pairs that vote for a peak to compute a rigid transformation between the latent and rolled fingerprints. The results showed that this algorithm outperforms well optimized commercial also its fusion with commercial fingerprint matchers leads to improved matching accuracy. However, the memory usage was not reduced by this approach.
In 2013 Chen et al [11] proposed a novel hierarchical minutiae matching algorithm for fingerprint identification systems which builds upon Ratha et al's [2] work. This method apply Hough Transform approach to estimate alignment parameters so that images can be registered with respect to each other. This was performed by reducing computing time when performing fingerprint alignment. With this algorithm, the alignment process is decomposed to H steps, and each step uses n/H minutiae of the input fingerprint (I) to perform the alignment with the template fingerprint in the database. Where n is the total number of minutiae in I. The results shows that it can save much time while preserving a high identification rate, but the memory usage its still too much. In addition, the reputation of alignment process requires more computing time.
In 2013 Zhou et al [12] applied Hough Transform approach to improve on Scale Invariant Feature Transformation (SIFT) method used in minutiae matching. The aim of their work was to achieve a low computational resource consumption such as memory usage. This was performed by implementing a matching process that involves the Hough Transform (HT) method to perform the alignment process. This approach is similar to the approach of Ratha et al [2] , except that the alignment was performed for all closest pairs calculated by Euclidean Distance. Also, the voting is performed on a 2-dimensional and 1-dimensional accumulator arrays for translation and rotation values, respectively. The results revealed that time for searching peaks from a 3-dimensional accumulator array is decreased, and the memory requirement can also be decreased. The results of the overall algorithm indicated that after involving HT, a significant improvement was achieved with respect to speed and accuracy in representative databases compared with the conventional minutiae-based method. An alternative approach presented by Germain et al [3] in 1996 which first estimate corresponding points for example by computing matching triangles between two input and template sets. Then for each corresponding point translation and rotation values are computed, and alignment is performed to compute number of points that were able to be aligned. With this method the process of finding corresponding triangles and points also performing alignment for each computed parameters, requires too much computing time.
In 1999 Bebis et al [13] presented an approach for determining transformation between the input and template minutiae. This [13] approach combines the work presented by Germain et al [3] with the match from local evidence taken as the matching triangles formed from input minutiae set (I) and template minutiae set (T). With this approach, corresponding minutiae that form matching triangles are stored accordingly, and used to determine transformation parameters that vote in the accumulator array.
Given this information, the transformation that best maps the input triangle to the template triangle is computed. The aim of their work was to implement a registration process different impressions of the same finger. The experimental results with this alignment approach revealed that the performance of the algorithms has low computational requirements and is also fast.
In 2006 Wang and Gavrilova [14] presented an approach that combines the ideas for [2] and [13] . Instead of considering corresponding triangles they use corresponding edges of triangles. For each computed triangle they determine matching edges and corresponding minutiae to compute alignment parameters. For each computed alignment parameters they compute votes into A, as it is performed in the approach in Ratha et al's algorithm [2] . Wang and Gavrilova involved more features to determine corresponding edges as described in [14] . The work presented by Bebis et al [13] has been improved to estimate more accurate matching pairs before applying HT, in [15] , [16] , and [17] , by presenting more accurate methods of estimating corresponding pairs. On the resent work, the results revealed that if a good combination of minutiae, such as triangles can be used to estimate matching pairs, then a better alignment using HT can be achieved.
Another alternative approach was presented by Cheng et al [4] in 1996, where the scaling factor and rotation angle is first computed using hough transform approach, then using further stages full transformation (rotation and translation) are then computed. with this approach complex processing is requires which uses lots of memory and computing time. A motive on this approach is that transformation (∆ x , ∆ y , θ, s), which aligns the two segments, must necessarily involve a scale change by an amount given by the ratio of the two segment lengths, and a rotation by an angle equal to the difference between the two segment angles.After determining a set of corresponding points and corresponding transformation (scale and angle) further stages are taken to determine optimal complete alignment parameters which includes both translation and rotation parameters. This work was further used in different matching algorithms and improved, such as in [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] and [22] .
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Having presented different implementations of the Hough Transform based fingerprint alignment algorithms, it is shown that the research area on the improvement is wide and not related as from the recent years. As from the early 2000's to the late 2013, the improvements still relate and improves on the early work presented in the 1990's, as presented in [5] , [14] , [8] , [17] , [11] , [10] , and [12] . As a result, the memory requirements, computing time and performance on different conditions of minutiae points has not been presented. In addition, the current studies cannot be used to predict the efficient or optimal alignment results that could be reached by using one approach or the other depending on the type of conditions that affect minutiae points. As presented in the first section, the aim of this study is to group together these implementations and improvements in order to analyse and present the performance of grouped approaches.
METHOD
The proposed approach involves the identification of different ways that the Hough Transform is used for the computation of alignment parameters required to align two sets of minutiae points, and their implementation as well as a comparison of their performances. This approach is divided into the following tasks:
(1) Identification and classification of Hough Transform based fingerprint alignment algorithms that use minutiae points. 
CLASSIFICATION OF HT-BASED FINGERPRINT ALIGNMENT ALGORITHMS
In this section the LMBA, DRBA and MPBA approaches are briefly explained with the emphasis of their difference with relative to the general Hough Transform approach. the classification of these approaches are derived and extended from the previous work in [23] . In general, HT-based fingerprint alignment approaches are used in different ways which can be classified into two main approaches. The first approach is summarized as a Discretized Rotation Based Alignment (DRBA). On this approach, to compute alignment parameters AP, each discretized rotation angle and pairs of minutiae points that give direction difference less than a defined threshold are used. In addition, each discretized rotation angle is added into each orientation of I. Then, for each pairing minutiae found to have allowed direction difference, add votes for all feasible translations and rotations. The second approach is summarized as a Local Match Based Alignment (LMBA). On this approach, firstly a local match between all minutiae points is determined, such as minutiae with corresponding triangles. The corresponding minutiae points are hen used to compute AP. Then, for each AP, minutiae points are aligned to determine N number of aligned points and N is added into accumulator array. The AP that receives the maximum number of votes is deemed to be the best transformation. In the MPBA, alignment parameters are computed from corresponding pairs of minutiae points with matching scaling factor and rotation difference.
DRBA Approach
The DRBA approach has been implemented in different ways, as explained in [11] , [10] and [12] . In the DRBA approach, it is common to consider all given points from I and T as possible corresponding points. In addition, by checking if the direction difference of minutiae orientation is less than a defined threshold. The second stage is to estimate AP from estimated corresponding pairs. The rotation angle is taken from the discretized data and used to compute AP. Translation parameters are computed using the affine transformation with the rotation angle from discretization data. At the third stage the accumulator array A is required to store all possible AP. The bin size is used to specify the step size in A and it is used when voting for the nearest bins of the current estimated AP. During the voting procedure it is general to cast the votes on the nearest bins, and the bin sizes are experimentally defined by considering different values from too small to large amounts. The number of votes is accumulated by adding a vote for each computed parameters.
LMBA Approach
The LMBA approach also has been implemented in different ways, [24] , [25] , [16] and [17] . The first stage in this case is performed by using some methods to determine matching points, for example: by finding pair of points with similar Euclidean distance from their locations; or by first determining corresponding triangles between 
To increase accuracy and to overcome distortions induced during finger image acquisition,
Find indexes of maximum A, which are the most voted alignment parameters [∆ x , ∆ y , ∆ θ ] = max(A) I and T; or by using similar triangles from Delaunay triangulation, and then, estimate matching points from corresponding triangles. The second stage is performed by using the affine transformation with the computed rotation angle to compute AP. In the third stage it is common to define different bins of the accumulator array, e.g. starting from a large size of bins to the small size of bins to find the finer results of AP. The number of votes is accumulated by adding a number of aligned points determined after aligning points using each set of parameters. At the end of this approach, a set of AP with the highest number of votes is deemed as the one that represent the best transformation of tested sets of minutiae points.
MPBA Approach
Another alternative HT approach in point pattern matching and minutiae alignment was introduced by Chang et al [4] . In this approach transformation parameters are reduced to only rotation angle and the scaling factor (θ, s). This approach depends on matching pairs that are first detected by computing alignment parameters from each pair and computing number of aligned minutiae between T and I. The alignment parameters that gives high number of aligned points is determined through a HT-based voting process. After determining a set of corresponding points and corresponding transformation (scale and angle) further stages are if levels! = 0 and alignment score < set tolarance then Set the unit size for
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taken to determine optimal complete alignment parameters which includes both translation and rotation parameters. This work was further used in different matching algorithms and improved, such as in [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] and [22] .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experiments were performed using a public FVC2004 in DB3B, Db4a and DB4B databases [26] to investigate the accuracy of alignment parameters as computed using the LMBA, MPBA and DRBA. The database used was developed using low cost capacitive fingerprint scanners. The database contains a total of about 880 fingerprints of 110 different fingers, with each finger represented in 8 different impressions. From each fingerprint image, minutiae points were extracted using a manual feature extraction program. Minutiae points were extracted from each finger, the first impression was used as a template T and other 7 impressions as the input I. For each set of minutiae points, LMBA, MPBA and DRBA were used to compute alignment parameters, where the inputs to the algorithm are I and T , the output is a set of alignment parameters (∆ x , ∆ y , ∆ θ ). After computing alignment parameters, alignment was performed between fingerprint images of I and T . The LMBA, MPBA and DRBA algorithms were implemented in Matlab and compared in terms of accuracy of alignment results, computing time and memory usage. Code implementation was performed on the computer with a processor of Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 CPU@3.40GHz.
In addition, the performance for code implementation were evaluated by considering different impressions of fingerprint images that represent common challenges in alignment, such as unequal number of minutiae points with translation and rotation of minutiae points. The values of alignment parameters were compared with the results of a program that computes alignment parameters manually from given corresponding minutiae points. The correctness of alignment results and the conclusions were derived from studying the results on two possible alignment errors. Alignment parameters are deemed as correct if the difference between the results of a mentioned program and each approach is less than a thresholds of 8 which was selected experimentally. The first error occurs when corresponding points are not aligned by the algorithms. A second error is generated when the results of the algorithm shows missed aligned points. Misalignment can be visually identified as points that are not corresponding but were aligned successfully.
Alignment Accuracy
To test the accuracy of alignment results, number of aligned minutiae points and alignment parameters were evaluated from experimental results. The individual bar graphs from Figure 1 to Figure ? ? show results on the accuracy of the LMBA, MPBA and DRBA approaches in different conditions that affect minutiae points.
6.1.1 Rotation. The performance of the DRBA, the MPBA and the LMBA on the amount of rotation is summarised in Figure 1 .
The results indicate that the correctness of alignment for both approaches decreases as the rotation amount increases. However, the LMBA performs better than the DRBA and MPBA even though its performance also decreases. This is because LMBA and DRBA approaches involve certain limitations on the rotation angle. With the DRBA, only minutiae point pairs with the direction difference less than a predefined threshold are allowed to cast votes in A. As a result, some corresponding minutiae points are treated as not corresponding if their orientation angle is faulty, for example due to the feature extractor. In the LMBA approach, a difference of the largest angles of corresponding triangles should be less than a predefined threshold. This results in corresponding points being treated as not matching if there are missing and additional points in I, where new triangles are formed with different internal angles. With these limitations, corresponding minutiae points with a large difference of rotation values were not aligned properly from the alignment results. However, the rotation values are mostly correct compared to the translation values, because during the rotation it is common that minutiae points are skewed. In addition, the amount of translation for translated points in the same set is not linear.
Translation.
When the position of the finger changes different portions of fingerprints of the same finger are captured. As a result, not all minutiae points captured at different instances get captured on another instance. However, if there is a portion if fingerprint image similar with the other fingerprint captured there are corresponding points between two fingerprint images. While if different portions were captured, all used algorithms found that there is no alignment between two given images. With the DRBA, as it uses all pair combinations of minutiae points, the alignment parameters are computed on corresponding points. In addition, if there is only translation without rotation, the DRBA preformed better than the LMBA and the MPBA, as shown in Figure 2 . The LMBA and the MPBA involves the combination of two or three minutiae points with the distance between them. The performance on these approaches drops as the translation increases because additional minutiae points captured at different instances can have similar distance compared to missing points. as a result, misalignment depended in length of minutiae points occurs.
Number of Minutiae Points. The experimental results
indicate that as the translation and rotation increases, some minutiae points are removed and new minutiae from different portions of fingerprints are added. As a result, Figure 3 illustrates the correctness of alignment parameters determined as the number of minutiae points increases. The results shows that the LMBA is able to perform better even if the number of points is small compared to the DRBA. However, in both approaches the correctness of alignment parameters increases as the number of points increase. This is because with the LMBA approach alignment parameters are computed from corresponding triangles, therefore if there are efficient corresponding triangles between input and template sets, enough evidence can be accumulated. Where else with the DRBA, each pair of minutiae points from the input and template add a vote into the accumulator array, which leads to the accumulation of few evidence. In the MPBA, since it depends on matching points according to the distance and the angle formed by two minutiae points, if there are enough corresponding points that gives constant rotation and translation between corresponding points, the alignment results becomes true.
Computing Time
Rotation and translation affect the number of points, therefore time was measured by analysing time taken when there are missing or additional minutiae points caused by the rotation or translation. The experiments were run on the computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40GHz and installed memory (RAM) of 8GB. Time was measured using Matlab function for measuring computing time. An average of time was then calculated from the time measured on rotated and translated fingerprint images with different number of minutiae points. The average time taken to compute alignment parameters during the ideal and realistic scenario experiments was measured to have an average of 3.84s, 3.12s and 0.40s for LMBA, MPBA and DRBA, respectively. The results showed that small amounts of rotation has no effect on the processing time. However, when the rotation increases the number of minutiae points changes. If the number of minutiae decreases, the amount of time becomes less than that required when the image was not rotated, as presented in Figure 4 . On the other hand when the number of minutiae increases, the required computing time becomes greater. In addition, when there is translation, the experimental results showed that for both the LMBA, MPBA and DRBA time taken to compute alignment parameters decreases as translation decreases because the number of minutiae points decreases.
Memory Usage
To determine required memory for each approach, memory measurements were performed on the variables used in code implementation. In addition, since rotation and translation affect the number of points, memory usage was measured when analysing the results from missing or additional number of points caused by the rotation or translation. The most effective variable in both LMBA, DRBA and MPBA is the accumulator array A. The declaration and the initialization of the accumulator array is generally challenging because when it is defined with large size, the results are not accurate. This is caused by the large amount of difference between the true alignment results and the computed ones. For example, if the bin size is 20, an alignment parameters of 7 will be deemed as 20, which makes a big difference. A bigger bin size means there are fewer bins in A. In addition, the memory allocation required for the accumulator array becomes efficient for small memory applications (e.g. smart cards). On the other hand, if the bin size is too small, the accuracy of alignment parameters is good. However, the memory requirements increases and makes it challenging for use on small memory applications. The results are summarized in Figure 5 . The results represent that DRBA, LMBA and MPBA are affected by the way A is defined. Normally, the accumulator array in the LMBA algorithms is firstly defined with larger bin size because this method involves several stages where the bin sizes are reduced. Therefore, even if the bin size is approximately 20 as shown in Figure 5 , the results will be accurate after the bin size is reduced. While with the DRBA it performs better with the bin size close to 10. With the MPBA it gives accurate results when the bin size is less than 10, and as the bin size increases the accuracy on alignment parameters drops. The LMBA and DRBA require certain thresholds to test if computed parameters for minutiae points are accepted, as detailed in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. In this experiment, the effect of the size of thresholds was tested. The results showed that with the DRBA, which required threshold for a direction difference, the accuracy of alignment parameters changes as the size of direction difference changes. In addition, the results are affected when the rotation is higher than a predefined threshold. In the experiments for the realistic scenario, this threshold was kept to an average size of 60, because the normal rotation of the fingerprint is less than 30. The LMBA requires a threshold for the ratios of the largest angles in each triangle in I and T, and for difference of the ratios formed from the two smallest segments with largest length in each triangle. The results showed that accurate results are achieved when the thresholds are set greater or equal to 0.5. This is because if the thresholds are large, enough combination of points will be allowed to compute alignment parameters and add evidence into A. As a result LMBA requires more memory compared to MPBA and DRBA. The results shows that when the number of minutiae points increases , in the LMBA the number of triangles increases. As a result it uses more memory to compute triangles and to determine corresponding triangles. On the other hand, in the DRBA, only computing time is affected when number of minutiae points changes, the memory is kept constant. In addition, in both approaches memory allocation for I and T changes as the number of minutiae points changes. During the experiments, a small increase of memory on the DRBA was caused by I and T variables. Table 1 represent the summary of the results for the experiments performed in the selected images of FVC2004 database with the performance evaluation of each approach. The memory usage is the measured as from required to accumulate evidences in the accumulator array A. In light of these results, it is clear that the DRBA can be used in any situation of fingerprints that affected by the translation and rotation, especially on high amount of rotation and few number of minutiae points. The LMBA can also be used where there is translation and rotation but with the expectancy that when the rotation and translation amount is greater the used thresholds the results will not be accurate. In the MPBA, the accuracy is very good when there is no rotation but due to that rotation causes missing points and the length between two points changes, it cannot be suitable. In addition the memory space required in the DRBA is greater than the one required in the LMBA and MPBA. This is because the bin sizes in the accumulator array of the DRBA approach is less than that of the LMBA approach. However, the computing time required in the MPBA approach is greater than that required in the LMBA and much less that that in the DRBA. This is because the implementation of the LMBA performs alignment in each set of computed alignment parameters, and its procedure is performed in several levels. In addition, the implementation of the MPBA involves complex computation that requires iterations which takes longer time to compute alignment results.
Summary on Comparison

CONCLUSION
The classification and comparison between three main HT-based fingerprint alignment algorithms is presented. These algorithms involves the process of adding a vote into the accumulator array, which leads to the accumulation of few evidence. HT based fingerprint alignment approaches presented, are Discretized Orientation Based Approach (DRBA), Matching Pair Based Alignment (MPBA) and Local Match Based Approach (LMBA). The AP is computed from a FVC2004 database which contains different rotated and translated fingerprints impressions of the same finger. The experimental results revealed good accuracy on all three approaches, however, the computing time and memory usage affected the performance of each approach. The LMBA approach perform better than the DRBA and the MPBA approaches on minutiae points set with larger rotation and small number of points. The DRBA approach was found to perform better with minutiae points with large amount of translation, and the computational time was less than that of LMBA and the MPBA approaches. However, the memory usage required in DRBA and MPBA for the accumulator array is greater than memory required in LMBA. In addition, the future work will involve the study of the effects that are caused by the limitations in each approach. For instance, improving on the efficient method of defining the accumulator array that requires less memory and computing time.
